AT BOSTON PLAYHOUSES

CHAUVES SOURIS AGAIN ENTERTAINING BOSTON

As escpecially delightful and as curiously as ever, ChaUVe SourIS is back again for a three weeks' stay at the Shubert. The program of this most famous of variety shows in makes charming novelty of the Shubert, but some of the acts are still the same and some are new. The Wooden Soldiers," and "A Night at Vandy's." But the theme of the play is not new, being on the ever-present subject of the Afternoon Wife. It is for personality, it is for music, it is for color, it is for that atmosphere of fun that is always delightful when you are a spectator of ChaUVe SourIS.

Though one's interest is at first focused on finding out what kind of a task Tom Moore makes, his acting is so captivating that he very soon finds out that he is good on the legitimate. His ''Little Jack Horner," is as good as his "Billings," and his "Buckeye Bill" is as engaging. Through the years ChaUVe SourIS has been making its way into the world as a beautiful example of modern stage.